Effect of an electrolyte flow on electrochemical hydrogen permeation
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Abstract

The influence of an electrolyte flux injection over the detection side on pure iron membranes on electrochemical hydrogen permeation test was studied. A modified Devanathan’s cell was used in the experiments. This cell allows the injection of an electrolyte flux over the hydrogen exit side during the permeation tests. In the hydrogen generation compartment a NaOH 0.1M + 2mgL-1 As2O3 solution was used applying a constant current of 2.85 mA. The detection side was maintained under potentiostatic control at potential values in the passivity range for iron. The solution used in the exit compartment was a borate buffer (pH=8.4). It was not observed a significant variation of the permeation current when an electrolyte flow was injected on iron samples, however, a slightly raise both of the steady state of permeation current density and the calculated permeation parameters was observed in the tests in which an electrolyte flux was applied.
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1. Introduction

The interaction of hydrogen with metals has been widely studied by electrochemical permeation tests due to their simplicity and flexibility [1-8]. These measurements, generally, involve the use of the electrochemical cell developed by Devanathan and Stachurski [9]. The technique is based on a hydrogen concentration gradient created in a metallic sample to achieve hydrogen diffusion through the metal thickness. The cell is a double compartment type, the sample is a flat sheet and it is located between the two compartments, on one side of the sample hydrogen is generated, adsorbed, absorbed and diffused through the metal membrane by cathodic polarization (generation compartment). The opposite side is maintained over potentiostatic control in order to oxide the emergent hydrogen (detection compartment).

The measured permeation current is expected to be proportional to the hydrogen flux. However, the relatively poor reproducibility of the technique may conducted to misinterpretation of the results obtained [3]. Additionally, electrochemical hydrogen permeation on iron and its alloys depends on the surface cleaning, sample preparation, defects and the surface oxidation state [10-13]. The exit side surface state has a higher influence on the hydrogen permeation [14]. Furthermore, the models used to calculate permeation...
parameters like apparent diffusion coefficient and quantity of emergent hydrogen are proposed assuming well-defined boundary conditions. It is assumed that the hydrogen concentration at the entrance side is imposed instantaneously by both potentiostatic and galvanostatic charging. Furthermore, in all models it is assumed that the hydrogen concentration at the exit side is zero [3, 15-19]. However, some works has been demonstrated that the boundary conditions assumed are not respected during the entire permeation time [14, 20-23]. It is not a linear relationship between hydrogen steady state flow and the inverse of the membrane thickness when the hydrogen charge was made by cathodic way [24-26]. The calculation of the permeation parameters is made considering the stability of the iron surface, any interaction between hydrogen and both surfaces (in and out) is not considered [14,22,23].

Hydrogen diffusion in the metal/oxide system has been treated in similar way to the diffusion in laminated layers [27]. Due to the ionic character of oxides, hydrogen in an oxide layer must be considered as to be present in a charged species and very low hydrogen diffusion coefficients are expected in them. It is well known that the oxide coatings can act as barriers against the hydrogen entry into the metals, depending on time and on the electrochemical conditions of the surface [14, 24, 25].

The hydrogen transport through the passivated specimen could be retarded by the oxide films, mainly in the case of iron. The evolution of the passive layer avoids the stabilization of the hydrogen concentration on the detection side and induces a diminution of the hydrogen flux. Considering that the passive layer is impervious to hydrogen, the hydrogen concentration on the exit side increases, inducing lower permeation rates. That is to say, the transport of hydrogen through passivated iron is controlled mainly by the oxide [14,20,21]. Furthermore, the interaction between the hydrogen permeated and the oxide layer at the outside of the metallic membrane and the iron oxide is not completely understood. The present study aims to investigate the interaction between the hydrogen permeated and the iron oxide presented at the detection side of the iron membrane by the application of an impinging jet of electrolyte over the detection side. The perturbation generated by a controlled impinging jet of electrolyte on the iron oxide layer could cause significant changes in the iron oxide layer and to induce changes in the hydrogen permeation rates.

2. Experimental

The permeation of hydrogen was made in a modified Devanathan-Stachurski’s electrochemical cell developed in our laboratory. This cell allows the injection of an electrolyte jet directly on hydrogen detection side of the permeation membrane. The configuration of the modified cell is showed in Fig. 1.

The cell was maintained at a temperature of 25°C during all measurements. All experiments were conducted using both, with the injection of electrolyte flux and, without application of any flux over detection side of the membrane. Platinum wire and saturated mercurious sulphate (SSE) were used as counter and reference electrodes, respectively. All potentials are hereafter referred to as SSE.

Figure 1. Configuration of the Devanathan and Stachursky’s modified cell.

3. Results and Discussion

Figs. 2 and 3 shows the hydrogen permeation transients of the samples tested without and with injection of electrolyte flux, respectively. Slightly modifications on hydrogen permeation transients were observed when an electrolyte flow was injected over detection side of pure iron membrane. For instance, higher slope of the current
transient and higher steady state current permeation is observed in the experiments performed with electrolyte flux, as can be observed in Fig. 4.

Table 1 and Table 2 present the steady state of permeation current density and the characteristic time lag obtained from hydrogen permeation curves performed in both kinds of experiments. Both, the hydrogen permeation current and the time elapsed to achieve the steady state are in same order of magnitude in the experiments conducted with and without electrolyte flux; however, the average value of the steady state current density is slightly higher and the time lag value is slightly lower when the electrolyte flux was applied over the detection surface.

Taking into account that the passive layer is responsible for the decrease of steady permeation state [14, 20, 25] and that part of the hydrogen which arrives at the detection side can react chemically with the iron oxide [22, 28] reducing the hydrogen flux measured, it is reasonable suppose, that the flux of electrolyte applied over the exit side of the membrane could modify the oxide behavior and consequently the boundary conditions at the exit side.

The time lag ($t_L$) is the time required to obtain a steady-state of the hydrogen flow through the sample after the sudden change of the boundary conditions [3]. Equation (1) shows the relationship between the time lag ($t_L$) and the diffusion coefficient ($D$), where $S$ is the thickness of the sample [3, 5].

\[
 t_L = \frac{1}{2} \frac{S^2}{D}
\]

Slightly superior values of $t_L$ have been observed in the experiments conducted without application of an electrolyte flux over the exit side of the membranes. The most likely explanation of this result could be related with the barrier effect given by the passive layer of iron oxide formatted on the detection side of the metallic membrane.
Previous research has found that the passive iron oxide film could interact with the emerging hydrogen [22]. The emerging hydrogen finds adequate conditions to auto-oxidize and reduce iron oxide at the surface. XANES measurements showed that the oxide film may change due to their interaction with the emerging hydrogen. This means that the oxide film formed is not completely inert and could be changed due to oxidation / reduction reactions with emerging hydrogen from the metal. To verify the local electrochemical activity between the passive oxide film and the emerging hydrogen in this research electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements are performed before, during and after the hydrogen permeation in presence of the electrolyte flow on the detection surface.

The Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a non-destructive technique usually used to characterize the behavior an electrochemical interface. Therefore it has important applications in evaluating the performance of bare or coated metals in different environments [29]. EIS diagram of pure iron in solution using borate buffer electrolyte flow before the step of hydrogen permeation in the open circuit potential (EOCP) is presented in Figure 5. It is observed that the impedance diagram is constituted by an open capacitive loop, with real and imaginary impedances rather large in the order of MOhms.cm². This indicates a high stability of the passive oxide layer formed on the metal previous to hydrogen permeation and shows little reactivity of the oxide layer before the hydrogen emerges from the metal.

EIS diagram of the metal made during hydrogen permeation at an anodic polarization potential (E = -0.160 V) is presented in Fig. 6. Unlike the EIS pattern obtained before hydrogen permeation, this diagram includes a capacitive loop at a characteristic frequency of 11 mHz, an inductive loop at a characteristic frequency of 1.0 mHz and a capacitive extremely low frequency loop at 0.1 mHz. The impedance of the system at this condition drops by about 100 times compared to the system before permeation. The drop of the resistance in the system is related to an increased reactivity of the passive oxide layer to interact with the emerging hydrogen. In fact new electrochemical extremely slow processes are evidenced by the impedance, according to the low frequency inductive loop (1.0 mHz) and a capacitive loop to extreme low frequency (0.1 mHz) observed in EIS diagram of the Fig. 6. The inductive loop may be related to dissolution of iron or reduction of the passive oxide layer. Reducing Fe³⁺ to Fe²⁺ in the passive iron oxide layer has been demonstrated using in situ XANES measurements [22]. The extreme low frequency capacitive loop is related to the adsorption/desorption of emerging hydrogen and its subsequent oxidation H₀/H⁺ at the surface during detection process.

Electrochemical impedance measurement performed after the hydrogen permeation is presented in Fig. 7. It is observed that the impedance returns to its original state, showing a single open capacitive loop. This indicates that the reactivity of the surface becomes low again when the hydrogen permeation process is suspended and there is not emerging hydrogen from the metal surface.

The passive film formed in the iron surface in contact with the electrolyte acts like as barrier to the hydrogen [4, 5], this barrier layer has low permeability and retards the diffusion of hydrogen trough the sample thickness and consequently, the time necessary to achieve the stationary concentration may increase substantially [1-6]. The observed differences, both of the steady state current and the tL values, indicates that the passive film could be modified during the permeation test when a flux of electrolyte was injected over the detection side. It is probably that the thickness of the passive layer is decreased when an electrolyte flow is applied. Consequently, higher steady state current density and lower time lag values could
be observed. The consequences of these phenomena could be tremendous when mass transport and material properties wish to be calculated from permeation curves. This has not been taken in account in many papers published in this topic [4-6].

The permeation curves analysis allows calculating the hydrogen permeation parameters: apparent diffusion coefficient and the emerging quantity of hydrogen at the exit side. A concentration change in the metal near the surface is monitored by changes in the electrochemical current of the surface, and a constant penetration of hydrogen, $j$ (mole H cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$), into the metal due to the electrochemical deposition can be measured according to equation (2):

$$j = \frac{i}{F \times q} \quad (2)$$

Where $i$ is the current (A), $F$ the Faraday constant and $q$ the sample surface area. The time integral of the current yields the total amount of hydrogen absorbed by the metal. The parameters calculated are compiled in the tables 3 and 4.

The apparent diffusion coefficient, when the value was calculated by the time lag method (equation 1) [3], is slightly higher in the experiments carried out applying an electrolyte flux, this result is in concordance with the raise observed in the steady-state permeation current in this experimental condition. Similarly, the quantity of hydrogen that diffuses and reaches the exit side calculated from the area under the permeation curve is slightly higher when an electrolyte flux was injected.

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without flux</th>
<th>With flux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>2.41E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>1.91E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>2.76E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>2.70E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>2.81E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 6</td>
<td>2.51E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2.52E-08±3.35E-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without flux</th>
<th>With flux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>1.82E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>2.10E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>2.34E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>2.62E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>2.95E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 6</td>
<td>2.06E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2.42E-06±4.62E-07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

The differences found in the permeation parameters are in concordance with the behavior observed on the permeation curves. The results obtained show that the iron oxide formed on the metal surface could be modified by applying an electrolyte flux during hydrogen permeation tests. However, the differences found in the permeation parameters are not significant in order to establish the role of the iron oxide passive layer on the hydrogen permeation rates. According to that, the results are not conclusive and other electrochemical techniques may be used in order to evaluate and clear up the changes that occurred at the iron surface and the role of the passive layer during hydrogen permeation.

4. Conclusions

Some differences were observed at the hydrogen permeation transients because applications of an electrolyte flux over the detection side of the pure iron membranes. A slightly increase of the steady state permeation current is obtained when an electrolyte is injected over the exit side. A delay of the time lag, which characterizes hydrogen permeation, was observed without electrolyte flux injection; the value of the time lag, $t_L$, is slightly higher in the experiments conducted without electrolyte flux. The calculated permeation parameters (Dap, $t_L$ and emergent hydrogen moles) are slightly higher in the tests in which an electrolyte flux was applied. The results obtained show that the oxide surface of iron could be modified by the flux of electrolyte applied during hydrogen permeation tests. However, these preliminary results are not conclusive and did not allow understanding the mechanisms involved in this changes.
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